Matrox Concord PoE
Multi-port Gigabit Ethernet adaptors with PoE for
GigE Vision®

GigE Vision interface cards for simplified cabling
Matrox Concord PoE at a glance
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE)
support simplifies cabling
between cameras and vision
computer
Two or four Gigabit Ethernet
ports facilitate multi-camera
configurations
Isolated PoE helps protect
cameras, board, and vision
computer from potential
electrical faults and secure
camera detection

Matrox® Concord PoE is a new generation of Gigabit Ethernet adaptors for interfacing
one or more GigE Vision cameras supporting PoE. Available with two or four Gigabit
Ethernet ports, these network interface cards (NICs) simplify system configuration, not
only by handling command and streaming protocols but also providing power over a
single standard Cat 5e/6 cable per camera connection. An isolated PoE implementation
protects cameras, board, and host computer from damage due to electrical faults and
stray current that adversely affects camera detection.

Pairs with Matrox Imaging software
The Matrox Concord PoE board gives access to the GigE Vision support in Matrox Imaging
software, thus removing the need for an additional feature license. The card also acts as
a license fingerprint and can store a supplemental license for Matrox Imaging software,
avoiding the need for a separate hardware key.

Field-proven development software

Pre-licensed for GigE Vision
support in Matrox Imaging
software

Matrox Concord PoE is supported by both Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) and Matrox Design
Assistant software1. Each software offers developers a different environment with the
same underlying vision tools.

License fingerprint for Matrox
Imaging software avoids the
need for a separate hardware
key

MIL is a comprehensive software development kit (SDK) with a 25-year history of reliable
performance. This toolkit features interactive software and programming functions for
image capture, processing, analysis, annotation, display, and archiving operations, with
the accuracy and robustness needed to tackle the most demanding applications. Refer to
the MIL datasheet for more information.

Certified for use with GigE Vision
systems
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Matrox Design Assistant is an integrated development environment (IDE) for Windows®
where vision applications are created by constructing an intuitive flowchart instead of
writing traditional program code. Matrox Design Assistant’s IDE also enables users to
design a graphical web-based operator interface for the application. Refer to the Matrox
Design Assistant datasheet for more information.
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The Matrox Imaging Advantage
Assured Quality & Longevity

We adhere to industry best practices in all hardware manufacturing and software development; product designs pay careful attention
to component selection to secure consistent long-term availability. Matrox Imaging is able to meet Copy Exact and Revision Change
Control procurement requirements in particular circumstances, backed by our dedicated team of QA specialists.

Trusted Industry Standards

Matrox Imaging champions industry standards in our design and production. We leverage these standards to deliver quality compatible
products, protecting our customers’ best interests by ensuring our hardware and software components work with as many third-party
products as possible.

Comprehensive Customer Support

Our devoted front-line support and applications teams are on call to offer timely product installation, usage, and integration assistance,
while the exclusive Matrox Imaging Vision Squad provides hands-on support, helping assess application feasibility, recommend best
methods, and even prototype solutions.

Tailored Customer Training

Matrox Vision Academy comprises online and on-premises training for our vision software tools. On-premises intensive training courses
are regularly held at Matrox headquarters, and can also be customized for onsite delivery. Vision Academy online training platform
hosts a comprehensive set of on-demand videos available when and where needed.

Long-Standing Global Network

Matrox Imaging customers benefit from a global network of distributors who offer complementary products and support, and integrators
who build customized vision systems. These relationships are built on years of mutual trust and span the globe, ensuring customer
access to only the best assistance in the industry.
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Specifications

Ordering Information

Hardware

Hardware
Part number

Description

®

CON P 2

Matrox Concord PoE dual-port PCIe 2.1 x4 Gigabit
Ethernet NIC with PoE, pre-licensed for MIL Interface
package (GigE Vision driver).

Standard

GigE Vision

CON P 4

Configuration

Two (2) or four (4) ports

Matrox Concord PoE quad-port PCIe 2.1 x4 Gigabit
Ethernet NIC with PoE, pre-licensed for MIL Interface
package (GigE Vision driver).

Speeds

10 / 100 / 1,000 Mbps

Controllers

Intel® Ethernet Controller I210-IT

Connectors

RJ-45

Power output

Power-over-Ethernet (PoE)
15.4W maximum per port
Electrically isolated
Source power from PCIe + 12V rail or optionally
from PC power supply via 6-pin connector

Host interface
Interconnect

PCIe 2.1 x4

Camera/video interface

Software
Refer to MIL datasheet.
Refer to Matrox Design Assistant datasheet.

Physical
Form factor

Half-length, full-height, PCIe add-in card

Product
dimensions

167.65 x 111.15 x 18.7 mm
(6.6 x 4.38 x 0.74 in)2

Power
consumption

4.6 W typical (excluding PoE) 37.5 W maximum
(from PCIe +12V rail) 68.5 W maximum (from aux.
6-pin connector)

Environmental
Operating
temperature

0°C to 55°C (32°F to 131°F)

Operating
relative
humidity

Up to 95% (non-condensing)

Software
Compatible
software

Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) 103
Matrox Design Assistant 5.13

Operating
system
support

Windows 7 (324- / 64-bit)
Windows 10 (324- / 64-bit)
Linux®5

Licensing
provisions

MIL and Matrox Design Assistant license
fingerprint and storage

Endnotes:
1. The software may be protected by one or more patents; see www.matrox.com/patents
for more information.
2. Dimensions (length x width x height) are taken from bottom edge of goldfinger to top
edge of board. These measurements do not include mounting bracket.
3. Through an update.
4. MIL 10 only.
5. Ask for availability.
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About Matrox Imaging
Founded in 1976, Matrox is a privately held company based in Montreal, Canada. Imaging,
Graphics, and Video divisions provide leading component-level solutions, leveraging the
others’ expertise and industry relations to provide innovative, timely products.
Matrox Imaging is an established and trusted supplier to top OEMs and integrators involved
in machine vision, image analysis, and medical imaging industries. The components consist
of smart cameras, vision controllers, I/O cards, and frame grabbers, all designed to provide
optimum price-performance within a common software environment.

Corporate headquarters
Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
1055 St. Regis Blvd. Dorval, Quebec, Canada, H9P 2T4
Tel: +1 (514) 685-2630, Fax: +1 (514) 822-6273

For more information, please contact us at 1-800-804-6243 (toll free in North America),
(514) 822-6020, imaging.info@matrox.com, or www.matrox.com/imaging.
The use of the terms “industrial” or “factory-floor” do not indicate compliance to any specific industrial standards. All trademarks by their respective owners are hereby acknowledged. Matrox Electronic Systems, Ltd. reserves the right to
make changes in specifications at any time and without notice. The information furnished by Matrox Electronic Systems, Ltd. is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, no responsibility license is granted under any patents or patent
rights of Matrox Electronic Systems, Ltd. Windows and Microsoft are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. © Matrox Electronic Systems, 2009-2017. Printed in Canada, 2018-07-20 $IE-5493-B
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